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Nondegenerate Jordan Rings Are von Neumann Regular 
\‘-on Neumann proved in [4] that ever>- clement x in a semisimpic associative 
ring was regular in the sense that s ~~ sys for some Y. A similar result is 
known for nondegenerate Jordan rings: ever)- element is wgular in the scnsc 
that x ~= r,‘,,y for some -v. Since in a special Jordan algebra the operator 
( V,L, ~~ 2L,,’ - L,, reduces to L;. 1 =: .y3’x in terms of the associative product, 
the definition of Jordan regularit) generalizes that of associative regularit)-. 
The proof of the result (cf. exercises in [I]) uses the structure theorv to 
reduce the problem to the case of simple rings . , and then proceeds to cheek 
the result for each of the various types of simple rings that can occur. The 
purpose of this note is to give a self-contained proof which doesn’t depend 
on the classification of simple rings. 
Throughout, “Jordan ring” w-ill mean unital Jordan algebra over the 
integers Z as defined in ([.?I, p. 1072) (th us allowing rings of characteristic 2); 
the unit element is denoted bv 1. Thus the defining identities are: 
(1) c; =--I 
(2) Urr(s),, = rj’,L;,r’, (“fundamental formula”) 
(3) ~JrJ(d!,,.c = uz~-,,z = 7’T.E,,cTr 
where O-, 71 = L’,,, - Uz - U, , 1, u - r7zVl, -- U,? ‘, , I Tx m= C.,,. 1 . Recall 
that if u is an invcrtiblc clement of a Jordan ring J (i.e. I’,, is an invertib!e 
transformation) then the u-isotope is a Jordan ring J(lr) \Tith the same module 
structure but U-operator Up’ z= L,‘,FC-t, , unit element I@) u ~~1 , and 
squaring operation g2’x) : c-,.24. Isotopv is an equivalence relation on 
Jordan rings. 
-4 subspace B C /is a quadratic ideal if C-,,-/ C R for all h E B. For example, 
the fundamental formula sho\vs that C:,J is a quadratic ideal for anv b called 
the (strict) principal ideal [6] generated by b. In general this doesn’t contain 6, 
blrt by (3) Zb +- U,J is a quadratic ideal containing b, called the (zwak) 
,tjriricipal idwl [[b]] generated b>- b, with the property that [b] > ~;r,llj. 
A% quadratic ideal R in J remains a quadratic ideal in any isotope j’“!. In 
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particular, the strict or weak principal quadratic ideal generated bb- h is the 
same in an\- isotope. A minimal quadratic ideal is one which contains no 
proper quadratic ideals; this too is independent of isotopy. 
-kin absolute zero divisor is an clement u” with ( il. 0. A ring is tiondeget~eiwte 
if it contains no nonzero absolute zero divisors. We ;viil consider a &G~urn 
rotrtlitiort 
(i) every nonzero quadratic ideal contains a minimal quadratic ideal 
on quadratic ideals and also a mnximum cotzditio?z 
(ii) if [b,] C [b,) C ... is an ascending chain of principal quadratic 
ideals such that each b,, is idempotcnt in some isotope j(“,,) then 
Pm1 Pm 11 ... froni sonic point on. 
‘These are more stringent than the conditions in ([2], 1’. 246), cssentiall! 
because nc need conditions \vhich are invariant under isotopy. (Note that (i), 
(ii), and nondegeneracy arc indeed isotopy-invariant). 
‘The basic tool in our proof \\ill be the follo\\ing 
LEMMA. if .I is a rronde~ericvate Jorduiul; rinp satisfying the minimum 
roridition (i) then uill, ~10113wo quadrutic ideal B contains an element e 7 0 
whicir is cln idempotent in some isotope,. In particular, any mininzul quadratic 
ideal is of ihe form B 7 -d”JJi’i’ wlwve e is an absolutely primitiae idempotext 
iti some isotope J’“‘. 
t’roqf. Let I> + 0 he any minimal quadratic idcal in B; such exist by (i). 
Since 11 C B it suffices to prove the Lemma for D. There are no absolute 
zero di\-isors in / b!- nondegcncrac!,, so by the ~~31 known classification of 
minimal quadratic ideals ([I], p, 154; [.?I, 13. 244) either (I) D l,‘(,J for 
P an absolutely primitive idempotent or (II) D 7 ‘IiJ for any C! 7 0 in 1) 
but l~,pl~ IY 0. If I) is of type I lve arc done: 11 contains an idempotent 
e -t 0. 
\l’e may assume I) is of type II in 1, so (1,1) L I)” 0. Xow tl is idem- 
potent in /(li) if and on]\. if N’ = d”‘“’ ~~ ( id , . u so \vc must find a d + 0 in I1 
and an invertible u with l V,izl d. C’onsider any d + 0 in I). Then there 
is .Y :- .I \S ith L/ I ‘,(.Y since I1 7’7d J. Hut any time we have such a condition 
;l,c’ can modify .x to obtain an element c with 
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there is c,) E J with 
‘I,, := U/&C” ) C,) = c&do 
[allowing r!,, ~~ c,, :- 0). 
First suppose I/,, mm 0. \\:e use the formulas 
(4) ( I -J JV)? : C,U,,s” 
(5) (Atoy)” -: c,:,i yz 7- 1 -,,x’) -~ so I -,,v 
(.yoy < L;,.,,,I === lr,y 3 (x L y)’ - x2 -- yy 
(6) ~-w, =: U,liy T U,C~, + r-i,,, - C7,,~$ 
(7) {xxy) ~ x”oy ({.syz) := u, $4’) 
(8) I ‘J.~ = I’,,(,$) if .v t Jr 2(~) and P,, is the projection on the I’eirce 
space J,,(P) relative to the idempotent e 
(9) c -1 b-J: : ux2,, LTr i.!, 
from ([.?I, p. 1073). \Ve have c2 = (U,J)’ = I;,ZJ,? = E,d,, = 0 by (4), 
1 :,.c -7 l-,.( C’,.d) ~~ C 7rd 0 by (I), so 
d =: I;/, c -z Ljcd, ~2 :z d? z c’,.c = ci,d = 0, 
If we set e = rod then e2 C,.d” -+ C’,,c” -~ COI/‘,~C = cod e by (5), so7e L1 
is idempotent. ‘The elements c, d lie in the Peirce I -space C;,,J relativ-c to e 
I”; c7,c -= I Jmric =-- { U,L; + U,G,. -; C’;f.,}c = U, D;,c -I l:, ,&cd] -= 
<c c iT,.,,,(c”od; (1 by (6), (7) since C’,.c == c2 = 0, and similarl!. C,d : d), 
so if I ~~~ e 1 ,f then the idempotent f is orthogonal to c and rf. If \ve put 
IL c I. d or .f then II:! =: (c i d)’ + ,f ~ cod -1-f = P -f I, which 
implies II is invertible since 1 -,, is: we have U,, I L z2 == I, and anv time 
1 J,,T: ~~ I for some 7‘ the relation 1 .(, [,‘(.1‘,, ~ C,iU(,l),- = t.1 mu I (by (i), (2)) 
shows C.;,, is invertible. But tvdu = I,(c + d) -= U,!c : d h!- Peirce 
orthogonalit!-, so d is a nonzero idempotent in J(fr). 
Now suppose cl,, + 0. Th en e =m 7.,.I,‘,,r,, is idempotent since e’ = 
UC UC, c -(.. U,c” L:,. 1 id L;,,d,, I I( c,)Ic” _ e; we also have i,T,,oe - 
(CT,, U,.? 1 ~,!) lrp I -,,c,: 1 Tci Cii,.? U,c,, = 1 Tdoc,, = d,, and 
CT,d(, = ( r~,ci,u,qu,J7(.)( C,c”) = u,u,u,oc:,c” 
= --e - P,(2) - x3 + g - e20x - eox2 
=-e+f+m+,:- 32 + 2e = e A-j’+g =: 1. 
Thus d,, is a nonzero idempotcnt in J(,“. 
‘I‘hus I1 contains an element P ti 0 iclcmpotent in some isotope whether 
it is of t!.pe 1 or type II, and hl:nce H contains such an element too. 
Itetflflrk. The cast cZ~, f 0 can be proved more simply over a ticld of 
characteristic ;.+ 2: once vve have 1 Vri ,,c’ ~= d,, and Z:,,il = LZ,)‘~ =~~ 0 we obtain 
1 ‘ilu f -d,, where 1 e ; .f, and u J(e ---f) is invertible with 
(:,l,u ~~ i( l’,i,,e ~ l.‘,Jf) d,) . 
We say that a Jordan ring is regular if all its elements are regular. We now 
can pro\-c the 
rrHEOHI?M. If ] is a nondegenerate jovdu~ ring satisfyiq the minimum and 
maximum conditions (i) and (ii), then J is rcplar. 
Proof. We must show that for any b f 0 in J there is an li: E J with 
b ~= L’,x, or, equivalently, that b E [b]. iV e e b g in by looking at [[b]] (which 
always contains b). Let e E [[b]] b e an clement which is idempotent in some 
isotope and which generates a maximal principal quadratic ideal [e] (note 
[b] =~. [[b]] if 6 := Z?(u) : trbu is idempotent in J(“l); such elements exist by 
the maximum condition (ii). The condition b E [b] is isotopy-invariant, so 
we may replace J by an isotope and thus assume e is idempotent in J itself. 
In the Peirce decomposition J = /I @ Jli2 @ J,, relative to e we have 
b h, + br,, + b,(Z+ E It). Now b, and b,,, actually lie in [b]: b, :- 
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li,!b E UcLhlIJ C [b] and also 2b, --: b,;, -2 Z,,,e E L;cl,,lIJ C [b] since e, B t [[b]]. 
(Note that a similar argument shows that any idempotent e in [[b]] actually 
lies in [b]: e = C,r E C’,,,,ljJC [b]). If we can show 6, = 0 then b = 
b, + b,,, E [b] as desired. 
So suppose b, ti 0. ‘l’hen B, : [[b]] n J,, , as the intersection of two 
quadratic ideals, is a quadratic ideal in Jo (even in /). It is nonzcro since it 
contains b,(b, = b - 6, ~ b, ,z t [[b]]). But J,, inherits nondegeneracy and 
the maximum and minimum conditions (i) and (ii) from J since ZezJ,, 0 
for z E -7, implies Zrz J = 0, since any quadratic ideal in Jo is also a quadratic 
ideal in j, and since if 6, E Jo is idcmpotent in an isotope j,jQ) of I,, then h,, 
is idempotent in the isotope J’“’ of J for ZL e -;~ zq, . 13~. the Lemma 
(applied to Jo) there is a nonzero clement e, z B,, idempotent in an isotope 
j:“~~) By what we just saw, e. is idempotcnt in J(li) for ZI r u,, Hat in 
,/(7r)e is still an idempotent orthogonal to JA”‘, so e - e, E [[b]] -- R,, C [[b]] 
is an idenipotent in .I!“’ I\ hich generates a larger principal quadratic ideal 
than e : e Z,,+,“e E [P : e,,] shows [e] C [e T e,,], but e0 = Z,‘P+e,eo E [e ! e,] 
is not in [P] : ZiJ =mm .I1 since by definition e0 E J0 . This contradicts the 
rnaximalitv of [cl, so the case b, + 0 is impossible. 
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